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ABSTRACT 

This paper proposes a new Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA)-based approach for 

generating an optimal path for a robot travelling in partially unknown environments in the 

presence of multiple (static or dynamic) obstacles. The GSA-based approach is expressed 

as an algorithm which computes an optimal path for a robot that travels from an initial point 

to a target point while avoiding all the known obstacles in the environment but also any 

other static or dynamic object that could appear in the path of the robot to the target point. 

To validate the new approach for the path planning, the new algorithm is employed in the 

generation of obstacle-free paths for different robots that are participating in different 

missions in the framework of the nRobotic platform developed at the “Politehnica” 

University of Timisoara, Romania. A comparison focused on the resulted path length and 

performance with another well-known evolutionary algorithm represented by the Particle 

Swarm Optimization used for path planning is performed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

When designing and implementing a platform for interconnecting different types of mobile robots one 

of the most important tasks is the path planning that generates a collision-free trajectory for each of 

the robot that takes part at a specific mission (Purcaru et al., 2012). The literature contains several 

research papers that propose different path planning algorithms using classical approaches or 

evolutionary algorithms in terms of on-line and off-line path planning algorithms. An overview of the 

research progress in this field is presented in (Raja and Pugazhenthi, 2012). 

The classical approaches to path planning algorithms include the cell decomposition (Lozano-Perez 

and Wesley, 1979; Kallem et al., 2012), the potential field method (Khatib, 1986; Pozna et al., 2009), 

the vector field histogram (Borenstein and Koren, 1991; Selekwa et al., 2008), etc. These approaches 

give good results, but the main disadvantages are the increased computation time and the possibility 

that the robot could get stuck in a cyclic behavior in some dead-end situations; it is possible to define 

a set of rules to resolve the cyclic behavior, but the resulting path still would be a non-optimal one as 

mentioned in (Borenstein and Koren, 1991). 

The path planning problem for mobile robots is a non-deterministic polynomial time hard (NP-hard) 

problem. In the recent years the evolutionary algorithms are becoming widely employed in solving this 

problem with improved performance versus the classical approaches. 

Some of the evolutionary algorithms used for generating optimal trajectories for mobile robots are Ant 

Colony Optimization (ACO) (Fan et al., 2003; Tan et al., 2007; Garcia et al., 2009; Brand et al., 2010; 

Chia et al., 2010), genetic algorithms (Gemeinder and Gerke, 2003; Tu and Yang, 2003; Hu and 

Yang, 2004; Tuncer and Yildirim, 2012), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) (Qin et al., 2004; Chen 

and Li, 2006; Saska et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2006; Masehian and Sedighizadeh, 2010), migration 

algorithms (Vaščák and Paľa, 2012), etc. 

The evolutionary algorithms are also used in combination with classical algorithms. An ACO algorithm 

is proposed in (Mei et al., 2006) as a global planner while the local planner uses an Artificial Potential 

Field algorithm. The potential field and the motion dynamics model are combined in (Park and Kim, 

2008) to define a PSO algorithm. The PSO is used as the general planner and the Probabilistic 

Roadmap method is used as a local planner in (Masehian and Sedighizadeh, 2010). 

This paper proposes a new approach to the generation of optimal collision-free trajectories in partially-

known environments with multiple static or dynamic objects which incorporates a Gravitational Search 

Algorithm (GSA). A new algorithm is formulated and compared with another algorithm which 

incorporates a PSO algorithm. The presentation is focused on the implementation of the algorithms in 

the framework of the nRobotic platform developed at the “Politehnica” University of Timisoara, 

Romania. Our approach is important because it can be applied in the optimal path planning in 

combination with other optimization algorithms (Angelov et al., 2008; Klančar et al., 2011; Kovács et 

al., 2011; Lughofer et al., 2011; Bouhmala, 2012; Farahani et al., 2012) which can solve optimization 

problems in various applications (Preitl and Precup, 1997; Precup et al., 2004; Hermann et al., 2009; 



 

Haber et al., 2010; Johanyák, 2010; Wilamowski and Yu, 2010; Linda and Manic, 2011; Milojković et 

al., 2010; Chiang and Roy, 2012; Kayacan et al., 2012). 

The paper is organized as follows. The main aspects concerning the implementation of our GSA 

algorithm are discussed in Section 2. Experimental results with different types of objects in known or 

partially known environments and a comparison of the proposed algorithm with a PSO one are 

presented in Section 3. The concluding remarks are highlighted in Section 4. 

 

2. GSA-BASED OPTIMAL PATH PLANNING APPROACH 

2.1 Gravitational Search Algorithm 

The GSA is an optimization algorithm based on the law of gravity (Rashedi and Nezamabadi, 2009), 

the performance of the agents being measured by their masses with the gravitation force playing a 

role of direct form of communication between the agents A different version of the gravitation law is 

given in (Gauci et al., 2012). This subsection will use a part of the implementation details reported in 

(Precup et al., 2013). 

This paper adapts the GSA to be used in generating an optimal trajectory from an initial point towards 

a target point while avoiding all the obstacles in the environment. The environment is characterized by 

known obstacles or obstacles discovered with the ultrasonic or infrared sensors mounted on the 

robots. 

GSA uses a population of agents and the optimization results from the movement of these agents in 

the search direction. The algorithm starts by randomly placing the agents in the search space, the 

performance of each agent being measured by its mass, a heavier mass represents a more efficient 

agent with a higher attraction. The (inertial) mass of the agent i , at the time t  which also represents 

the iteration index, is calculated using the following equations: 
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where N  is the total numbers of agents in the search space, Ni ...1= , )(tfiti  represents the value 

for the fitness function at the time t , while )(tworst  and )(tbest are the worst and the best 

evaluation of the fitness function; for a minimization problem the values the values are calculated 

using: 
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The position of an agent in the search space is defined by the following vector position: 
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where d
iX  is the position of the agent i in the dimension qd ...1=  and q  is the dimension of the 

search space. 

An agent moves in the search space at the time t  and in the dimension d  with a velocity d
iv  updated 

using the formula: 
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where σ  is a random number in the ]1,0[  interval and d
ia  is the acceleration of the agent given by 

the equation: 
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where d
iF  is the total force that acts on the agent in the dimension d , which is equal with the sum of 

the other agents forces exercised on the agent: 
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where ε  is a small constant, )(tG  represents the gravitational constant at time t  computed in terms 

of (Precup et al., 2013), )(, tM ip  is the passive gravitational mass of the agent j  and )(, tM ja  is the 

active gravitational mass of the agent j , while )(, tE ji  represents the Euclidian distance between the 

agents i and j : 
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After the acceleration and the velocity are updated the position of the agent in the search space can 

be calculated with the following formula: 
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2.2 GSA-based off-line path planning algorithm 



 

Since this paper focuses on a new algorithm that generates a collision-free trajectory for a robot in a 

partially known environment, the first step of this new algorithm is to generate a global path for the 

robot to follow (off-line path planning) using only the available information about the environment in 

which the robot is moving, namely the positions of some of the objects and the position of the other 

robots. After the global path is generated the robot will follow the resulted trajectory while continuously 

reading data from the environment using both ultrasonic and infrared sensors. If the robot discovers 

an object that blocks the global path, the robot will stop and update the map with the new information 

(the exact location of the newly discovered object) and it will recalculate a new global path (this time 

from the new position of the robot). 

This subsection presents the way in which the global path is obtained, the on-line path planning 

algorithm being detailed in the next subsection. 

The objective of the algorithm is to create an optimal path from an initial point to a target point in the 

2=q -dimensional search space which is exactly the solution space of the mobile robot. The 

objective is thus to minimize the length of the path that the robot needs to travel in order to reach 

safely (i.e., in the conditions of obstacle avoidance) the target point. With this respect the agent 

position and velocity actually represent the mobile robot’s position and velocity. The objective function 

that needs to be minimized in order to obtain a shorter path with the help of the GSA described in the 

previous subsection is the Euclidian distance between the target point and each agent position: 

NitYYtXXtE ififi ...1  ,))(())(()( 22 =−+−= ,      (12) 

where ),( ff YX  is the target point and ))(),(()( tYtXt iii =X  is the agent vector position which 

represents the current position of the agent in the search space at the time (iteration) t . 

The relation between the objective function iE  and the fitness function of an agent at the time t  is: 

NitEtfit ii ...1  ),()( == .         (13) 

The flowchart for the proposed algorithm is presented in Figure 1. 

The step 1 of the algorithm generates a collection of agents, each agent having a random velocity 

value in the [-0.2, 0.2] interval. The standard GSA algorithm randomly initializes the positions of the 

agents in the search space (Rashedi and Nezamabadi, 2009), but this approach is not suitable for the 

problem we are trying to solve, since our algorithm needs to find the trajectory path starting from an 

initial known point. Other authors resolved this problem by initially placing the particles used in the 

PSO algorithm around the initial position of the robot sensing area, thus the number of created 

particles depends on the number of sensors mounted on the robot (Masehian and Sedighizadeh, 

2010). In our implementation of the GSA, the initial position of all created agents is exactly the same 

location, namely the initial position of the robot, in order to eliminate the dependency between the 

number of agents and the number of sensors on the robot. Using this approach the algorithm is able 



 

to create as many as agents are required in order to obtain more feasible trajectory paths to the target 

point. 

After the population of agents the algorithm repeats a number of steps, until all the agents reach the 

target point or a maximum number of iterations is reached. During each iteration the algorithm needs 

to determine the best and the worst agent from the iteration. This is done in the step 2 of the algorithm 

by calculating the fitness function for each agent, namely by calculating the Euclidian distance 

between the current position of the agent and the final position to which the robot needs to travel. 

 



 

Figure 1. Flowchart of the GSA-based off-line algorithm. 
 

The best agent per iteration is the agent with the lowest Euclidian distance. It is possible that the 

agent with the best position to be inside of an obstacle, therefore it is necessary to add a penalty to 

the value of the agent fitness, decreasing the agent performance and force of attraction for the other 

agents. It is assumed this way that the other agents do not follow an agent with a trajectory that 

contains points inside obstacles or that the line that connects two successive points of the generated 

trajectory does not intersect with any known obstacle. The augmented value of the fitness function is 

)(tafiti : 
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where 0>α  is a constant which represents the value of the penalty that will be applied to the agent 

fitness. A more detailed view of step 3 that consists in adding penalties to an agent performance is 

given by the flowchart presented in Figure 2. Therefore )(tafiti  is used in the algorithm instead of 

)(tfiti  after step 3, but we will use as follows the same notation for these two fitness functions for the 

sake of simplicity. 

 

Figure 2. Flowchart for adding penalties to agent fitness. 



 

 

Steps 5 and 6 of the algorithm consist in calculating the agent masses and the Euclidian distances 

between all the created agents. In the step 7 from the Figure 1 the new velocity and the new position 

for the particle can be calculated using equations (7) and (11). 

A set of constraints to the agent next position is used in step 8 of the algorithm, namely when 

updating the next position for each agent an important issue is to keep the resulted position in the 

search space area characterized by the lower and upper limits of )(tX i  and )(tYi  coordinates, 

represented by minX  and minY , and maxX  and maxY , respectively. The lower limit and the upper limit 

are calculated on the basis of the initial point and the target point and the constraints, which 

guarantee ],[)( maxmin XXtX i ∈  and ],[)( maxmin YYtYi ∈ , are expressed as: 
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where the constrained values of the )(tX i  and )(tYi  coordinates are )(tX i  and )(tYi , respectively. 

The constrained agent position vector ))(),(()( tYtXt iii =X  is used in the algorithm instead of the 

agent position vector ))(),(()( tYtXt iii =X  after step 8. We will use as follows the same notation for 

these two vectors for the sake of simplicity. 

In order to retain all points through which an agent passes while moving through the search space, a 

new property is added to the agent. This property concerns the trajectory points sets tiT ,  that will be 

updated at each iteration of the algorithm, adding to it the agent position at each iteration: 

NitYtXYXYXT iiiiti ...1  ))},(),(()),...,1(),1(()),0(),0({( 11, == .    (17) 

where ))0(),0(()0( iii YX=X  is the initial position of the agent i . 

After all agents reached the target point or the maximum number of iteration is reached, each agent 

will have the list of trajectory points updated .The trajectory path for each agent will be constructed by 

connecting with lines all successive points of the )(, max itiT  sets, where )(max it  represents the 

maximum number of iterations for which the algorithm runs for the agent i , )(...0 max itt = . 

It is possible that some of the agent trajectory points to be placed inside objects or the line connecting 

two successive points of the agent trajectory to intersect obstacles. Therefore in step 9 of the 



 

algorithm it is necessary to eliminate all agent trajectories that are not collision-free, that means the 

trajectory points sets )(, max itiT , },...,2,1{ NSi cf ⊂∈ , where cfS  is the set of agents which lead to 

collision-free trajectories. 

After the cfS  set is generated, which actually corresponds to a list of collision-free, the shortest path 

from this list must be determined. In the last step of the algorithm, this path is obtained by the 

calculation of the total Euclidian distance for each trajectory: 
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With this respect, the optimization problem, that gives the index î  of the agent which corresponds to 

the shortest path, is expressed as: 

i
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The agent î  is next used, by means of (19), to compute the trajectory points set )ˆ(,ˆ iti ma
T  which 

corresponds to the shortest path. 

 

2.3 On-line path planning algorithm 

The GSA-based algorithm presented in Subsection 2.2 generates an optimal collision-free trajectory 

for the robot to follow to the target point by using only the information available about the environment, 

therefore assuming that all objects positions from the environment are known in advance. In many 

scenarios this information about the environment in which the robot needs to travel is not available 

entirely or it is not available at all, therefore an on-line path planning algorithm needs to be used in 

combination with the GSA-based one. 

Using this on-line algorithm the robot can get to the target point while avoiding all known obstacles in 

advance but also any new object that might appear in its way. A similar on-line algorithm which uses 

the piecewise Hermite spline in order to generate a smooth path is discussed in (Boonporm, 2011). 

The proposed algorithm will be used in different missions on the nRobotic platform developed at the 

“Politehnica” University of Timisoara, Romania, some missions requiring at least two robots in order to 

successfully start as shown in (Purcaru et al., 2012). Therefore is needed for the on-line path planning 

algorithm to take into consideration the position of the other robots in the environment (which is known 

at every point) and avoid any collision between them. 

Our algorithm can be used even in completely unknown environments, by firstly generating an optimal 

global path with the help of the GSA-based off-line algorithm. The robot will follow the generated path 

while continuously reading data with the help of the ultrasonic and/or infrared sensors. When an 



 

obstacle that blocks the global path is detected the robot needs to generate a new path to the target 

point. 

The flowchart of the on-line path algorithm is presented in Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3. Flowchart of on-line path planning algorithm. 
 

The position of the robot is used at step A of the algorithm as the initial point from which the GSA-

based off-line algorithm finds the optimal collision-free trajectory path to the target point. Based on the 

environment map (with the known obstacles), step B generates the optimal off-line trajectory (19) that 

will be followed by the robot in order to arrive at the target point. 

Once the global trajectory is obtained the robot starts to move in the environment, following the 

trajectory points from the shortest path generated with the algorithm given in Subsection 2.2. 



 

The robot continuously reads information with the help of the infrared and ultrasonic sensors, while 

also using information from the nRobotic platform about the position of the other robots that 

participate at the mission. Using this information the robot is able to determine if there is an obstacle 

or another robot that blocks the path generated at step B. If the path is clear the robot will continue its 

movement until the target point is reached. 

If there is an obstacle that blocks the path the robot the robot will stop and update the map of the 

environment with the new values. After the map is updated with the new information about the 

location of the newly discovered object the algorithm will return to step A; a new path to the target 

point is generated, this time not from the initial point but from the new position of the robot in the 

environment. 

 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In order to test the proposed GSA-based path planning algorithm several simulations were run on the 

nRobotic platform. The simulations were run in completely known environments to properly test the 

GSA-based offline path planning algorithm but also in partially-known environments where the on-line 

algorithm is used for properly detecting any new obstacle that may appear in the path of the robot to 

the target point. 

 

3.1 GSA-based off-line algorithm 

A first case which deals with a simple scenario is illustrated in Figure 4, where different trajectories 

are generated for the same environment with two known objects. 

 

Figure 4. GSA-based solutions in a simple environment. 
 

Several trajectories generated with a PSO algorithm are presented in Figure 5. A more complex 

environment with objects of different types and the generated trajectories by the proposed GSA-based 

path planning algorithm are shown in Figure 6. 



 

 

Figure 5. PSO-based solutions in a simple environment. 
 

 

Figure 6. GSA-based solutions in a complex environment. 
 

The solutions generated by the PSO algorithm for the same environment are presented in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7. PSO-based solutions in a complex environment. 
 

The information about the two environments, the initial point and the target point are given in Table 1. 

 

 



 

Table 1: Information about the environments used in Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7. 

Information Figures 4 and 5 Figures 6 and 7 

Environment 100 x 100 unit area 150 x 100 unit area 

Objects 2 5 

Initial point [0, 0] [0, 0] 

Target point [100, 100] [150, 100] 

 

The execution time and the length of the generated trajectories for both algorithms in all above 

situations are given in Table 2.The tests were performed on a computer with Intel I7 @ 2.2G Hz. 

 

Table 2: Execution times and trajectory lengths for the two environments. 

 GSA PSO 

 Execution 

time (ms) 
Length iDˆ   Execution time Length iDˆ  

a) 400 150.26 a) 210 155.06 

b) 410 148.28 b) 220 153.41 

c) 405 154.63 c) 225 152.84 

Figures 4 

and 5 

d) 415 148.86 d) 215 152 

a) 680 204 a) 315 206 

b) 693 203 b) 300 201 

c) 690 198 c) 310 204 

Figures 6 

and 7 

d) 670 183 d) 320 188 

 

The results presented in Table 2 show that the PSO-based algorithm is faster than the GSA-based 

one. The length paths do not differ significantly, and slightly better results are given by the GSA 

algorithm. 

It can be noticed that the execution time is smaller for both algorithms in the simple environment 

shown in Figures 4 and 5. Less iterations of the algorithm are needed to be run in order for all agents 

to reach the target point than in the complex environment with a bigger search space from Figures 6 

and 7. 



 

The parameters of the GSA and of the PSO algorithm employed in the generation of the trajectories 

are given in Table 3. The notations for the parameters of the PSO algorithm are taken from (Precup et 

al., 2013). 

 

Table 3: GSA and PSO parameters. 

Parameters GSA PSO 

Number of agents 100 100 

Penalty (α ) 1000 1000 

1c  - 1.49 

2c  - 1.49 

minw  - 0.0001 

maxw  - 0.5 

Initial velocity [-0.2,0.2] [-0.2,0.2] 

Initial gravitational constant ( 0G ) 50 - 

ε  0.0000000001 - 

 

Increasing the number of agents can lead to better trajectories with the cost of the execution time. The 

computational complexity of both algorithms depends on the number of agents created.  

An analysis of the computational complexity based on the number of agents for the simple 

environment (illustrated in Figure 4) is performed by its practical computation in terms of showing the 

execution time versus the number of agents that the algorithm is using. The results concerning the 

computational complexity are presented in Figure 8. 



 

 

Figure 8. Execution time (ms) versus number of agents. 
 
Several generated trajectories by the proposed GSA-based trajectory in different environments with 

multiple objects of different shapes are exemplified and given in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9. Several GSA-based generated trajectories. 
 
 

3.2 On-line path planning algorithm 

The on-line algorithm described in Subsection 2.3 is used when the robots that participate at a 

mission in an unknown or partially-known environment. It is assumed this way that the robots will not 

have collisions with any obstacles while moving to the target point. 



 

The first example in which the online algorithm was tested is presented in Figure 10. The robot is 

placed at the initial point )0,0(0X  and it needs to move to the target point represented by the point 

)100,100(fX . The environment in which the robot is moving is completely unknown. 

 
Figure 10. On-line path planning in a completely unknown environment. 

 

Not knowing any information about obstacles the GSA-based off-line algorithm generates a trajectory 

from 0X  to fX  assuming that that the environment is obstacle-free. The initial off-line generated 

path iT  is represented by the blue trajectory in Figure 10 a). After the path is generated the robot 

starts to move, following the trajectory iT . With the help of the mounted sensors the robot discovers 

that an object 1O  that starts at the position (50, 50) blocks the path. The robot stops its movement at 

the point 1P (45, 45) and updates the map with the new information. Once the map is updated, the 

GSA-based off-line calculates a new trajectory, this time from the point 1P   to fX . The resulted 

trajectory 1T  is represented by the yellow path in Figure 10 b). Therefore the path the robot followed 

by the in order to travel from the initial point 0X  to the target point fX  consists of two trajectories: 

• the blue trajectory that connects the 0X  to 1P , 

• the yellow trajectory that connects 1P  to fX . 

Another scenario in which the on-line path planning algorithm was tested is a partially unknown 

environment in which the position of three obstacles ( 1O , 2O , 3O ) is known in advance and it is 

presented in Figure 11. The initial off-line trajectory is represented in the Figure 11 a) by the blue path 

iT . 



 

 
Figure 11. On-line path planning in a partially-known environment. 

 
The recalculated path that is generated after the robot discovers that the object 4O  blocks the initial 

trajectory iT  is represented in the Figure 11 b) by the yellow path 1T , the final trajectory followed by 

the robot from 0X  to fX  is the blue path iT  from 0X  to 1P  and the yellow path 1T  from 1P  to fX . 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has proposed a new algorithm for the optimal path planning. This algorithm is supported 

by a GSA. The proposed off-line GSA-based algorithm is able to determine optimal paths in partially-

known environments where the locations of some obstacles are known in advance. 

The GSA-based algorithm was compared with another evolutionary algorithm used in robot path 

planning represented by the PSO algorithm. It was showed that the proposed algorithm generates 

optimal trajectories, with path lengths that do not differ significantly by the ones generated with the 

PSO algorithm. Our algorithm has a slight advantage, though this comes at the cost of algorithm’s 

execution time as the PSO algorithm is much faster. 

In real world scenarios the information about the environment in which the robots are moving is 

unknown partially or completely, therefore an on-line path planning algorithm was designed and 

implemented. The on-line path algorithm starts with the generation of an off-line optimal path using 

only the information available in advance about the environment; this path is next used by the robot to 

move to the target point. Along the way to the target the robot continuously uses the sensors to 

determine if an obstacle blocks the initial off-line path. If there is an obstacle that blocks the path, the 

robot updates the map and a new off-line path is generated, this time from the new position of the 

robot and using the newly discovered information about the environment. 

The proposed approach for the on-line path planning has the advantage of being easily generalized. It 

is able to employ any evolutionary algorithm for the optimal path planning generating the off-line path, 



 

not just the GSA-based one proposed in this paper. The future research will be focused on using 

other evolutionary algorithms aiming the performance improvement. 
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